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INTRODUCT.IO :

0.1: STAT ENT OF THE PROBL~ (THESIS).

In the twenthieth century, especially since the period
after the 2nd world war, the question of human rights
has featured promimently and has rec ived worldwide
attention This period has seen great efforts being
made to articulate and promote thee rights! In Africa
alone, near ly all the post-colonial states have bills
of rights incorporated in their constituitons~

But despite the attention which the whole concept of
human rights has recieved, continual deprivations
of these rights with the continent of Africa ranking
prominently as one where human,rights are consistently
flouted: Such deprivation of human rights may take
vari~us forms. Like in the case of South Africa and
some of the dict~torial regimes, there is outright
viilation1 In some other countfies, the abrogations
are more subtle. In the latter, t~ere is an enacted
bill of rights but in the same enactment there are
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included abrogation cl s:eswhich can have the effect of
suspending all of the guaran~eed rightg~

Kenya has a republican consti tutiom which contains a·bill .
of rights. Among the right& recognized and protected by
the constitutiQn are the protection of right to life,
personal liberty, r±ght to protection from s~avery and
forced Labeuz-, protec;tion fFom inhuman treatment, depri va-e
a~ion of property, right to protection against arbitrary
aeazeh and entry, rigJ.1tto a fair trial, freedom of
ccnscf.ence, expression, right to freedom of movement,
freedom of assembly and association, and right protection
from discrimination. However, all these rights are to
be enjoyed subject to respect for the rights' and freedoms
of others and for public· int:er·est~ In our view, this
raises the problem of whether, c~nsindering the Kenyan
bill of rights and its attendant restr1etione on the rights
guaranteed , the indi viduaJl right,s are adequately protected.

It is argpable that rights. cannot be guaranteed in absolute
terma for this will hinder the government in discharging
its obligations towards the society and also threaten

'7the enjoyment of the same right by other persons. But
this raises, the question: ehouf.d ,the government. in disch-
arging its dBligations towards the society sub rdinate
and sacrifice the rights of the individual, the very rights
it seeks to protect? Between these to competing

objectives, where do we draw the line?
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0.2 REASONS WHY THE STUJJY IS UNDERTAKEN.

The po~ice .Fbrcein Kenya is the one which is charged
with the responsibility of preserving ~a and order in
the society. The po~icemen's main t k is to detect
and catch people suspected of crime so that the courts
may try them for the acts which they are alleged to have
done. In dOing this. the police are armed with wide
powers. One of our reasons in carrying out this study is
to carry out an investigation into various police powers
and the manner in which they affect the individual rights
as enshrined in the constitution with particu1ar emphasis
on the right of movement, right to personal lfberty,
freedom from arbitrary aearcb and entry, and the right to
a fair trial. Ye propose to determine whether the Kenyans
cherished idea that his constitutional 'rights are
protected live up to reality.

Another reasons for undertaking this study is that is
that the question of police powers as they relate to the
rights of the individual has received little attention
from among the writers. A study of the subject has been
undertaken in Nigeria by Cyprian Okonkwo~ Ghai and

c Auslan have attempted a study but theirs in a general
study of the Kenyan bill of rights and they don't dwell
specifica1ly on the police powers~ We feel that this is
an area where more study is needed.

0.:3 CHAPTER BREAKDOWN.
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We propose to carry out this study in four chapters.
In chapter one, we are going to trace the development
of the concept of human rights by looking at the various
material written on the subj ect , analyse its content
and examine its relevance and applicability to Kenya. In
chapter two, we will critically examine and evaluate the
powers of the police as ena~ted in the various statutes
and also look at the opinions of various writers on the
subject and the judicial rulings on the same and see how
these powers affect the constitutional rights of the
indi vidual.

In chapter three we propose to examine the attitude of
the Kenyan courts in protecting individual rights and
how they go about checking the police powers. Chapter
four will contain our conclusions and recommendations as
regards the polic e powers via-a-vis the constitutional
rights of the individual.

0.4 METHOOOLOGYOF RESEARCH:

The method we are going to use will largely mvol ve
library research on materials which have a bearing on
the subject. "We will also interview members of the
legal profession, the police force and the public with
a view to getting their opinion as regards the topic
which is the subject of this thesis.
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IDOTNOTES:

1. Amongothers; the United Nations has passed "The universal

Declaration of Human Rights. (U.N. General Assembly, Third

se sion. F.l.rst Part. OFRrCIALRECORDS,"Resolutions"

1948). Also AmnestyInternational has grown into an

institution of international repute in championing human

rights (see: The AmnestyInternational Reports 1977,

1980 ete).

2. .Ft>r example Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Uganda, Kenya, etc.

3. See generally AMNESTYINTERNATIONALREFORTS,1977,

1980.

4. In its 1980 report. AmnestyInt-ernational accused South

Africa, and the dictaterial regimes of Ghana. Burundi,

Cameroon•• Benin etc of flagrant. violation of humanrights

(see: Ibid).

50 The clanses revolve arround the wording that "nothing

done under any law wiJ.l constitute a vioJ.ation of the

rights unless it is not reasonably justfiable in a

demoeratic society" where these is no defination of

"reasonably justfiable" and " democratic society" This

is the wording in the Kenya, Uganda ete constitutions.

6. Oonstitution of Kenya; chapter five, seetion-70-82.
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9. Y. P. GHAr tt J. P. W. B MC AUSLAN: fUBLIC LAW AND

roLl TICAL CHANGEIN KENYA. A stud.y of the Legal frame

Wor.1t of government from colonial times to the present;

Oxford University press, 1970.
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CHAPTER ONE.

THE UNIVERSAl, RIGHTS OF MAN:

Weconsider that in the kind of thesis that we are going to

engageourse1ves in. one where the discussion centres on the

individual humanrights, a genera1 understanding the term

"humanrights" is ca11ed for chapter, we seek to provide this

. by tracing the evolution of the idea of humanrights from the

Ancient times up to the present century.

1:1 WHAT ARE HUMAN RIGHTS?

The concept of humanrights is based on the motion that

man, by his' very nature as a humanbeing, is bestowed

with someinherent rights which are ina1ienable and

in~ab1e~respective of his nationa1ity, colour, sex

or any other economic, socia1 or po1itiaal affiliation.

According to professor Louis enkin;

n' humanrights are claims asserted
and recognized "as of rightn not c1aiJDsupon love,
or grace, or brotherhood, or charity, one does
not deserve or earn them~ ------- Theyare
natural. in the sense that nature (and nature's
God) created and inspired man's reason and
jUdgement. Theyare natura1 in the sense that
every manis born with them. Theyare natura1
also in a different sense, in that they are man's
in the "state of2nature" and he brings them with
h±minto society.

This view:of humanrights is just one approach, the natural
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law approach, and may not be acc-eptable to all. There
are other theories which run counter to that and which
seek to explain the concept of human rights on some other
baiis. Among these are the approaches of the positivist
and socialist schools of jusisprudence.

The posi tivist school of jusisprudence emerged as a
negation of the natural law teaching that besides the
real state and positive law, there existed a far more
rational state and law. The positivists sought to
replace the ideal of the natural law and the inalienable
rights of the individual with a cate~ry of subjective
rights, interpreted as derivatives of the positive law.
in all the external factors exerting an influence on the
law, positivism recognized only the state - the sovereign
poli tical power and the legislater. Fosi tivists regard
law to be the will of the state and to them, the essence
of any law is its fUnctoning and no matter how beatifUl
the ideal law is. it will not match even the most dreary
positive law. They reduce law into a compi tion of
functioning norms which needs no other substanti tion
other than the simple fact that they exist. Acc-ordingly,
they profess the will of the state to be the diroo't cause
of human rights; rights which are .PBlJt and parcel of the
legal system~

The socialist school of jurisprudence,like the positivist
school, rejects the idea of an universal eternal law,



higher than the positive law and informing on it but,
unlike the positivist school. it doesn't view law as an
aggregate of operative norma but rather, they see law as
a co ponent of the social reality. The socialist approach
he1ds that law has no history ot its own and that it is
not the determining factor in the social relationships
but, on the contrary" the social relationships, themselves
dete~ined by the property relations, act as the determinate
of 1aw1

Socialism is more concerned with the larger community
than with the individual. It emphasi ea on the society,

e.the group, subordinating the individual or se:Lng his
"-

salvation eventually in the salvation of the group_ If
at all the individual has any rights at all, those rights
should not and cant not ~verride the interests of the
larger community.

"That an individual might have rights against
the socialist state was unthinkable. The socialist
state knows no a prior l1mi tat ions of indi vidu8:l

tonomy of rights on what it may do to realize
socialism. Socialism emphasise~ not rights against
society, but duties to Society~5

The socialist apPTOach also considers human rights (citizen'S
rights) as positive rights create by the state. The
property relations, being the fundamental inStitution of
SOCiety, themselves infUence the state will, thus they
are the ultimate determinants of all rights, even human
rights~ Like the positivist approa~h, the socialist
apprciach, --1iiI1IB .•••• -. is of the view that
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human rights will vary from one state to another thu
running counter to the natural law view that human
rights are inherent to very individual and that they are
extraterriteria17

Since to the positivists the on1y thing that mattered
was the effectiveness of the laws in a purely juridic_al
se e, it being the norms that the state decrees to be
law and consequently its refusal to use any eeonomi~, social
political, ethical or~ indeed any other criterial to
evaluate the law, it could no bring itself to answer
the question: is this a just or unjust law, is it ra1
or amoral. good or bad? c-a.rriedto its logical
conclusion,positivism can be used to justify any law
enatted by the controllers of the state power, even if
the law itself is manifestly unjust. From its standpoint
it was impossible to disqualify the Nazi legislation
which trampled underfoot the elementar" principles of
humani ty, morali ty and digni ty~

The socialist approach can not also be free from such
blame. It seeks to justify the sacrifice of individual
rights 80 as to f~ilitate the social revolution where
man will at last regain his dignity when society reaches
the perfect state where these will be no expleitation of
man by man. As exp erience has shown, the socialist
approach, just like the posi tivist, can be used to justify
the perpetration of ignoble acts "8.gainstthe human race

9in the name of social advancement.
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We submit that the matura! law approach which seeks to
establish a law higher than the positive municipal laws
of a state, to which all legislation must accord to if
it is to retain its validity and acceptance, should be
the right working principle. It is the one that has
stood the test of ttme. This is born, out by the fact

?f,fteY"'thatAthe collapse of Hitterts National Socialist tyranny,
a great many German jurists and law philosophers, wha
were byfar the greatest proponents of the positivist
theory, adopted the natural law view!O AlSo the preamble
to the universal. Declaration of Human Rights is based

""on the natural law vies in that it recrognizes the
"inherent dignity and the equal and inalienable rights

of all members of the human family as the foundation of
freedom, justice and peace in the wor1d~ 1 Itself the •
'Universal Declaration of HUman Rights' is a documen~
which is generally ac~eptab1e to all the nation state
of the wor1d1tnd this goes to show that the natural law
approach, by its insistence that there are some higher
norms, like the inalienable rights of the individual,
which lie a plane above the positive laws of the state,
is and should be the mo t aeceptab1e. The triumph of
natural. law theory over the other approaches is put
emphatically by professor Henkin when he wrote that:

"J.4br natural law today, it is human rights
which claim to be the natural., higher law, t
the d1vine right of kings or the sovereignty 0 f
the state. In positive law today, it is human
rights that are national and international law,
not the laws of Hitter or some other "jurisprudence
of terror" ------- The idea of human rights
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is accepted in principle by all governments-------
However, formally, however superficially, however
hypocritica11y even and however deficient the
national. or international enforcement, ne government
dares dissent from the ideology of hUlll8nrights
to([ay.13

Havingexpoundedon the general meaning and content of

humanrights, we proeeed to examine the historical evolution

of the concep

1;2 mSTORICAL EVOLUTION OF .THE CONCEPT OF HUMAN RIGHTS:

The interest of the United Nations, from its earliest

days, in encouraging and promoting respect for human

rights and fundamental freedoms is an expression of the

increasing concern of the international communityto

secure those rights and freedoms for all humanbeings.

Its roots maybe traced to humanitarian traditions, to

the struggle for freedom and equality in all parts of

the world and, as far as more recent developments are

concezned, to the English, American, French and Russian

pronounc·ementsof the seventeenth, eighteenth,nineteenth

and twenthieth centuries.

1 ;2: 1 THEGREEK ORI GIN:

The phrase 'humanrights· is a :recent coinage. In the

early developments in the Ancient Greek civilization, the

term used was. "natural rights'~ However, the two terms
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refer to the rights of' the individual. To adopt the

wordsof Ezejiofor:

"Humanor fundamental rights is the modernname
for what had been traditionalty knownas natural
rights and this maybe difined as meral rights
which every humanbeing, everywhereat all times,
ought to have, simply because of the facit that.
in contradis~inction with other ereatures, he is
rational. and moral. Nomancan be deprived of
these rights without grave affront. to justice".14

Themoti.onof humanrights as conceaved by the Greek is

the pr' mary source of the western al1ianc'e to the mtotion.

It was with the dec~ine of the City-states and the rise

of large empires and kingdomsin the Greek world that

the concept of natural law, and its attendant motion of

natural rights as a universal system cameto the fore.

The stoie. philosephers were particu1ary responsible for

this development. Theystressed the idea of individual

worth, moral duty and universal brotherhood and although

in the early days it was a philosophy which they extended

to GrOvera selec·t few of the wise menalone, in its

later deve~opmentsstress was.plac'ed on its universal

aspects as: laying downa law not only for the wise but

for all men!5 In this early classical li terata· e of the

Greeks, as expondedby the outstanding philosophers of

the time like Aristotle and Slat 0 , there is a striking

expression of the belief in the power exercised by the

gods in a humanSOCietybased on law. Thecontent of

this god-madelaw is that it is a kind of law that

stands above the obligations and inter41c·tions imposed
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by the rulers of the community. They recognized the
freedom and equa1ity 0~8l1men as divine rights which
should not.be abrogated by the rulers!6

Bow~er these philosophies abounded in a soc~ety based
on slave ownership and any reference to tman' meant, the
free men and not the s~ave. Nevertheless, this Greek
philosophy is important in that it greatly influenc:ecl
the thinking of the natural law philosophers of the
middle age who carried further the idea of natural law
with its divine rights, espeei~ly the Roman philosophers!7

1:2:2 HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE MIDDLE AGES:

.The concept of a natural law, a law raised above the
positively established rule~ and regulations of the
SOCiety, lived on in the middle ages in the works of
the Roman jur1stslike Cicero, a disciple of the stoic
achoo.L of natural law, and church teachers like st.
Augustine and st Thomas Aquinas. This existed in form
of a belief in a law of God, above all human laws!8 The
thinking of this time -emphasized the natural equality
of all men, man's right reason and the superiority of
natures laws. This aan be best summarized in the words
Qf Cicero, a philosopher of that age:-

"--- no single thing is 80 like another, 80
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Exac-tl.yits counterpar11, as all of us are to one
another ------. There is no difference in
kind betWlfenmanand man; for if there were, one
defini tion coul.dbot be applicable to all men;
and indeed reasons, which alone raises us above
the level of beasts and enabl.es us to draw
inferences --------, is certainl.y commonto
all o'f us T----- and we are so constituted
by nature to-share the sense of justice with one
another and to pass it on to all men. Fbr those
creatires whohave received the gift of reasons
from Nature have also received right reason and
therefore they have received .the gift of law~19

CIcero fUrther wrote that:-

"True law is reason in agreement with nature; It
is of universal applieation, unchanging and
everlasting. Weean not be freed from its
obligation by senate or people ----- and there
will not; be difr'erent laws at Romeand at Athens,
or different, laws nowand in the future, but one
eternal. and unchangeable law which will be valid
for all nataona and at all times, and the.se will
be one master and ruler, that is, God, over all,
for be is the author of this law. "20

Although this form of thinking maybe criticized as being

incorrect in someaspects, like the unchanging nature of

law, its influence has lived over the c.enturies, especially

the idea of the universal equality of all menas ordained
21 cLose

by nature. Commentingon the Romanthinking at the eolee

of the nineteenth century, David Ritchie wrote that:-

"In the application of the idea by ThomasAquinas
and his followers we have the germof 80mething
new; of the use of nature as a court of appeal by
those whoseconsciences or whosepolitical
aspirations were affended by the positive law of
their country~ 22

..
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This statement is valid up to the present day as is

evidenced by the relentless fight by peoples of various

nationalities against laws which they consider inhuman

for example. in South Africa where the blacks are

cantin osly fighting the positive laws of the minority

white governmentwhioh sanotion the apartheid P011oy~3

This is an echo of the philosophy of the middle ages.

1,:2:3 SIXTEENTH TO EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES:

'Thiaperiod marks the so called age of renaissanoe~4 The

renaissana.e led to an emphasis of the individual and a

rejeotion of the universal oolleotivist sooiety of

medieval :E\1z1)pein fa:vourof independent naticmal s'tates~5

Thought.in this period began to take a secular c-ast and

natural law was viewed in the light of naked expediency

without regard for its d1~ine presoriptions. The

thought charaeteristia of this period ean be best

illustrated in the words of one of the' outstanding

philosophers of this time; HugoGrote s:

"The law of nature, again, is unchangeable, by
God. Measureless as is the powers of God,
Nevertheless it oan be said that there are eertain
things over whioh that powerdoesn't extend. for
things of which this is said are spoken only,
having no sense oorresponding with reality and
being mutually contradietory. Just as even God,
then, oannot cause that two times two sholUdnot
make four, ao he cannot cause that which is
intrisic-ally evil not to be evil~ 26

The conc-eptof law in this period directed more attention
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to the rights of the individual than the objective

norms. It found the expression as a theory o"frights

'rather than •. 'theory of law! This theory of rights

recognized the eternal and inviolab~e individual rights

of manand the citizen. Theoutstanding championof

this theory was John Locke, with his formulation of the

doctrine o;f social contract.

Acc:ordingto Locke's theory all menin the original

state of nature were subject to the law of reason which

teaches all mankindthat no one ought to harm another

in his life, heaJ.th, If.{bertyor possessions. In this

state of nature there was no commonsuperior to enforce

this law of reason and each individual was obliged to

work out his owninterpretation. This in evitably

resulted in inconveniences and confu.ssion and to alleviate

thiS, meninstituted the state of civil SOCiety. To

this communityeach individual agreed with each other

to give the right of enforcing the law of reason in

order that life, liberty and property maybe preserved.

This powervas given to the sovereign communityon trust

that it will be exel'C'isedfor the good of all the

indivi duals. Only the right of enforcing the law of

reason was g1ven up. There were other natural rights

that were reserved to the individual which rights were

to linli t the exerC'ise o"f the just powerof the sovereigh

community. These are the inalienable rights of the

individual and Locke~stand was that the respect for

these rights form the basis of all right:fu.l government.
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In this social arrangement the people are the supreme
power and should the legislature (sovereigh community)
act contrary to their interests, such as to infFinge
on their natural rights, they have a right to remove
or alter it~7

Clearly, Locke's expesition of the doctrine of social
contract was based on hypothetica1 and not, on proven
facts. Viewed against the prev~ling political climate
of.the time, it was directed at justifYing the English
puritan revolution of t68B. Nonetheless, the writings
of Locke had o •. ense influence in England and western
Europe at the close of the seventeenth century and the
principles of American Revolution were largely an
acknowledgement of his ideas. This is well illustrated
by the D laration of indepedence of the United states
of America in 1776:

"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that
all men are created equal, that they are endowed
by their creator with certain inalienable rights,
that among these are life, literty and the pursuit
of happiness. That to secure these rights,

vernments are instituted among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the government,
That whenever any form of Government became
destructive of these ends, it is the right of
the people to alter or abolish it, and to institute
a new Government, laying its foundations on such
principles amd organizing its powers in such
form as to them shall seem most likely to affect
thei~ safety and happiness"28

In the same century, the American Declaration of
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independence was followed by the French Revolution and
its subsequent declaration of the rihgts of a man and
of the citizen. This declaration was to the effect that:

'~en are born and always continue, free and equal
in respect of their rights -------The end of
all political associations is the preservation
of the natural and imprescriptible rights of man;
and these are liberty, property, security and
resistance of oppression."29

Although the lmerican and French declaration were meant
to be justifications of rebellion, in the field of human
rights the are classical document in the crude for
greater respect for the freedom d dignity of the
individual and greately influenced the promulation of
human rights in the universal declaration of human rights~O

The theory of human rights as a form inalienable and
inViolable rights has never gone unchallenged. The
greatest challenge was in the nineteenth century
especially from among the positiv~Bt philosophers. As
fore mentioned, the positivist of the nineteenth

(;V\.€ p-e<>f'fe {l ke
century Jeremy Betham who was of the view that:

"
"Right is a child of law, fram real laws come
real rights, but !from imaginary laws, fram "laws
of Nature" come imaginary riehts. Natural rights
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is simple non-sense, natural and prescriptible
rights, rhetoric nonsense, non-sense upon stilts"31

Betham was of the view that natural rights vere unreal.
metaphysical entities and believed that any talk about
them was mischievous. He objected to the proclamation
of natural rights sinae they strove to take the place
of ordinary and effective legiSlation~2 The primary
aim of Betham and the other legal positivists was to
distinguish positive law fram morality. They wanted
to :relegate the idea of natural La .and natural rights
to the domain of moral. philosophy, which is no part of
the professional concern of the lawyer. To the positivists.
whose thinking was largely felt in the ninent enth
centur" all power belonged to the state and all
pronounc1ations of rights could be derived from laws
legislated upon by the state and not from the motion
of a merely obstract higher law~3

1 : 2: 3 HUMAN RI GIlTS IN THE T ENTI 'I'n CENTURY:

As stated in the prec:eeding paragraph the disagreement
between the natural law and positivist philosophers
centred on the question as to whether we should regard
human rights a the natural birth rights of the
indi vidual. or whether we should regard as human rights
on1.y those rights which are provided for in the positive
law~ of the nations. In the twentieth century, this
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disagreement eems to have been resolved infavour
of the idea of the inherent natural rights of the
individual. The argument for these rights. which had
been propagated over' the centuries, bas now been
incorpo ted into the positive international law.

Human rights are no longer mere aspirations or ral
assertations but legal claims under some applicable law.
The instrument most responsible for the elevation of
these rights into universal positive law is the universal
declaration of human rights, 1948~4 The declaration
eches the Roman thinking of the medieval times, as
propounded by philosophers like Cicero, with the idea
of an universal law applicable to people of a1l nations.
Inter alia, the declaration provides that:-

Article 1:-

»AJ.l human beings are born 'free and equal in
dignity and rights. They are endowed with
reason and conscien~e and should act towards
one another in the spirit of brotherhood"

ARTICLE 2:
"Everyone is entitled to all the rights and
freedom set in this declaration without distinction
of any kind, such as race, colour, sex,
language, religion, political or bther opinion,
national or social origin, property, birth or
other status. J.i\lrthermore,no distinction shall
he,made on the basis of political, jurisdictional
or international. status of the independent,
trust or non-self-governing or under any other
himitation of sovereignt ."
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The declaration has been described as a document which
has a moral and political authority not possessed by
any other contemporary international instrument:, It
has became the international standa by which the
conduct of governments is judged both within and outside
the Uni ted 1~ations~5 In the years subsequent to the
declaration, this process of standard selting bas been
carried further in the drafting of conventions and
declarations in various specialized fields such as the
two covenants on civil and political rights and on

1
economic, social and culhiral rights~6

Having given a general. outline of the historical
development and content of the concept, of human rights,
we next look at the relevance and applicability of this
coneept to Kenya.

1:3 THE RELEVANCE, AND APPLICABILITY OF THE CONCEPT OF HUMAN

RI GHTS TO KENYA:

Kenya is a former colony of the British and she attained
independence in 1'963 with a West Minist •• t10del of a
co tituiton. The constitution contains a bill of
rights37which has the individual as the beneficiary
of these rights. The bill of rights is modelled along
the lines of the universal declaration of human rights,
1948~8 Among the individual rights recognised and
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protected by the constitution are the protection of
right to life, personal liberty, protection from slavery
and force~labour, protection from inhuman treatment
and deprivation 2f property, protectiGln agaj.nst_arbi trary

earch and entry, right to a fair trial, freedom of
conscience, expression, freedom of movement, freedom of
assembly and association and protection from discrimination
on grounds of race etc~9 The inc'lusion of all bill of
rights in the highest law of the lan~O underlines the
importance of the concept of human rights in the country.

In addition to the inclusion of a bill of rights in
her oonstitutiOn, Kenya has also adopted the universal
declaration of human rights and has also ratified the
international convention on civil and political rights11

So she is Under an international and national ob~igation
to implement and give effect, in her municip~
jurisdiotion, to the human rights as formulated in
the artioles of these instruments. Essential1y the
provisions of these international instruments are
similar to those oontained in the constitution of Kenya~2
if a little less detailed.

But the fact that theBe are treaties and a constitution
guaranteeing joyment of rights to the individual does
not mean that the same will be realised in practi~e. The

.!L:esp·ect
rights have to be enjoyed in conformity with P8gP9t

for the rights of others and the public interest. Those
may have the effect of making inroads into the rights
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of the individual thus limiting their enjoyment. In
the n t chapter, we Will examine the extent to which
the rights of the individual, especially the protection
from arbitrary search and entry the right to liberty
and freedom of movement and aslo the right to a fair trial
are enjoyed given the wide powers vested on the police
in their di harge of the public task of maintaining
law and order,.
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in the constitution to ensure that the individual's
enjoyment of the fundamental rights "does not
prejudice the rights and freedoms of others or the
public interest~

From the above, it is clear that the government has
two desirable obligations which it must discharge: to
ensure that law and order are mantained by routing
out elements in society who are criminally motivated
and thus are bent on disrupting law and good order
while a the same time ensuring the right of the citizen
to go about his business without unnecessary
interference from the authorities. Essentially, the
discharge of these obligations is con~dictory and
presents a real problem as to where to draw the line;
where to draw it so as to leave ample room for the
enjoyment of individual rights and at the same time
it po sible for the government to discharge its
obligation towards the society • This would involve
a delicate balancing of objectives. The police
DePartment is the major governmental agency charged
wi th the obligation of mantaining law and order. In
their discharge of this obligation, they abe to have
due regard to the rights 0f the individual and should
not unjustifiably trample on them. How they go about
discharging their obligations is our concern in this
chapter.
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THE ROLE D ] NCTIONS 0 F THE POLICE:

The police in Kenya are charged with many duties
connected with the maintenance of law and order and
the security of the state. These duties include Itthe
maintenance of law and order, the preservation of
peace, the protection of life and property, the
prevention and detection of crime, the apprehension
of offenders and the. enforcement of .11. laws with
which the police are cbarged~

r the effecient performance of their duties, the
police are vested with wide and discretionary powers.
These powers include powers of arrest, questioning,
detention, search and seizure, powers to regulate, stop
and disperse assemblies and processions and powers to
conduct criminal proaecutions. A easual look at these
powers show that the exercise of them by the police,
ostenaiely, involve derogation from the constitutionally
protected fundamental rights and freedom of the
individual. These powers to interfere with the
individuals fundamental rights are conferred on the
police by law as a qualification to the provisions
of the constitation creating them and thus they
must be exercised within the law and according to the
law. If a policeman exceeds or abuses these powers
then be runs the risk of losing the protection given
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to him by the law thus incurring criminal of civil
liability~

2:3 FOWERS OF ARREST:

Arrest is a distinct operational step in the criminal
law process, involving all police decisions to interefere
with the freedom of a person who is suspected of
some form of criminal conduct. Wayne Lafave defines
arrest as:

The total restraint of the liberty of another,
whether by conabz-aanang him, or compelIing him
to go to a particular place, or confining him
to a particular place, or by detaining him in
a public place"5

Another writer defines arrest as:

tl the total restraint of a person's
liberty in the public interest, so as to bring
him be, fue a court or to prevent him from
committing a crime or ---- to prevent him
from injuring himself. tt6

The criminal procedure code only attempts a description:

"In making an arrest the police officer or
other person making the same shall actually
touch or confine the body of the peron to be
arrested, unless there is submission to the
custody by word or action"7

tever the definition of the word 'arrest' one clear
thing is that it is an interference with the individual's

I

personal liberty as enshrined in section 72 of the
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constitution. Therefore it is clear that in Kenya
these are no general powers of arrest. The powers of
arrest ~n certain situations, are specifically provided
under the constitution,. ~ts of pa iament and the
common lall~'

2 : ~ : 1 : POWERS 0 F aRRES T UNDER THE CONSTI TOTI ON:

Section 72 of the constitution guarantees the rights
to personal liberty and provides also for situations
which would justify derogation from this guarantee~
Under these exceptions a person may be arrested and
detained lawfully. However, certain conditions must
be complied with if such arrests were to be lawful.
Fbr example, the person arrested and detained must J
be informed as soon as is practicable the reasons fo
his arrest or detention!O

Section of the constitution guarantees, freedom of
movement to all citizens. However the section also
provides for circumstances under which a person's
movements may be restrict.ed. Under this section, an
indi vidual's freedom of movement may be trestricted
in the interests of defence, public: safety, public
order, public morality or public health. Under t se
exceptions a person may be lawfully arrested and
detained.

The above two sections, which are ostensibly meant
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to guard the individual against unreasonable inerference
with his liberty and right to free movement, are couched
with so many exceptions which are themselves worded
in very wide and loose Ian uage , Jibrexample one
may be arreoted "upon reasonable suspicion of his
having committed, or being about to commit a crimillal.
offence under the law of Kenya.tlll lhat would be
Itresonable suspicion" will depend on the circumstances
of the case and the opinion of the person arresting:
wrong or right. Such 106se wording of the exception
combined with the lack of a definitive meaning of such
phrases as 'public safety, public defence, public
morality' etc may have the effect of denying the citizen
almost all the rights and freedoms puported to be
protected.

2:3:2: STATUTORY POW3RS OF ARREST:

The criminal procedure codel~d the police Act4'are the
major sou es of the law of arrest in Kenya. Both
Acts are closely linked to corresponding Indian
legislation which in turn drew heavily from English
legislations! 5 Thus the Kenyan law of arrest is
substantially the English law of arrest. Apart from
the powers of arrest con rer-red by the criminal procedure
code and the police Act, there are other statutes
that supplement them.
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POWERS OF ARREST UNDER THE CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE.
T

Powers of arrest under the criminal procedure code
are divided from the exceptions under the constitution!6
Sections 21 to 39 of the criminal procedure code
cover the manner of making arrests, who can arrest
the rights of arrested persons and their disposal
thereafter etc. The power's of arrest under the
code may be diviid into two categories-those that
c~ only be effected with a warrant of aerest and
those that can be effected without a warrant 0

arrest.

ARRANT:

A warrant of arrest has been defined as:

U a writ,ten authority, s gned bya a
magistrate directing'the person or persons
to whom it is addressed to arrest an offender
and bring him before a particular court to be
de t with according to law'l 7

warrant of arrest may be obtained by a poliee
officer or any oBdinary citizen p~esenting to a
magistrate or judge information statement which

18is sworn or affrimed to be a true statement of. facts.
If the magistrate is satisfied that there is
reasobable cause to apprehend that an offence has
been committed for which an §rrest is justifiable,

he will issue a warrant directing it to one or more

police officers or to all police officers within
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the courts area of jurisdicti0n generally or if its
immediate execution is necessary, and no police ~

is &eya..4.ltJ>1 e. 19
off1cer~immediately~ to any person or number of persons.

The warrant will include a short statement of the
offences and the name and description of the person to
be arregted~O A warrant; of arrest may be is'sued on any

day and may be ezecuted on any day, at any time and
21pI e. However it may not be executed in a courtromm

where a court is sitting and within the prescinets
of parliament without leave from the House~2

The desirability to arrest with warrant whenever it
is feasible to do so rests on the belief that, by
allowing judicial participation in the decision to
arrest, there is a greater protection against
unwarranted police interference with an individual's
liberty. This is desirable in a criminal justice
system in order to 'ensure a fair balance between the
interests of society and these of the individual. This
is better achieved where there is a neutral and
detached judicial officer, t in the words of Foote.

,,------ aJ!'Testi 'too; serious a matter
to entrust to the judgement of the police
alone ------- except where circumstances
require immediate action, some moredis· te::restedobserver should pass on the
ease before a deprivation of persohal
liberty occur-a, "23
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There are certain offences the commissio of which a
police officer can not arrest for without a warrant.
This is protective of the ci ti.zen·s rights for he cannot
be unreasonably arrestee. However, this protection in
the Kenyan c·ase is minimal as' these offences which are
arrestable with waTrants are extrmely few in comparison
to the vast number of offences for which arrests may be
made without warrants~4

(ii) ARREST WITHOUT ARRANT:

Majority of statutory offences are arrest ble without
warrants. The rationable for allowing arrests without
warrant is that in certain Situations, there is needfor
the police officer to make prompt arrests and where it
would be impracticle to go looking for a warrant of
arrest, for example where the action of going to look
for the warrant will enable the suspect to escape.

A police officer may arrest without warrant amy persons
whom be suspects on reasonable grounds of having
committed a gnizable offence, any person who commits
a breach of peace in his presence, a person who
obstructs a police officer while ~ the execution of
hi duty, or who has escaped or attempt-s to escape

from lawful custody, any person in whose possession
anything is found to be stolen property, any person whom

he suspects on reasonable grounds of being a deserter
~~om the armed forces, any person wh~m he finds in any
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highway yard or any other place during the night and-
whom he suspects upon reasonable grounds of having
committed or being about to commit a felony, any person
whom be finds in any streat or public place during the
hours of darkness and whom he suspects upon reasonable
grounds of being there for an illegal or disorderly
purpose, or who is lknable to give a satisfa ory account
of himself. etc. The list extends to include a power
to arrest anyone whom the police officer believes a
warrant of arrest has been is-sued, even if he doesn't
have the warrant in his possession. Also an officer
can arrest anyone who refuses to give his name and
adre5s when so demanded.

There are other statutes conferring on police officers
powers to arrest without warrant.

(i) THE POLICE ACT:

Under s.25 of tha Act a police offic:er may stop and
detain any person whom he sees dOing an act or sees in
possession of anything, or suspects of doing any act or
in possession of anything for which a licence is required
under a written law.

(b) LIQUOR LICENCING AC~, CAP 121.

Under S.41, a police officer may-enter and search any
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unlicenced premise~ which he has reason to suspect that
any liquor is sold or kept for sale, seize and remove
any liquor he finds therein and. demand the name and

I',I
I

adress of anyone found in the premises. Any person who
fails to comply may be arrested without a warrant.

Under S.42 of the same Ac·t, apiblice officer may arrest
anybody whom he finds Lncapab.Iy drunk or disorderly in
any publi~ place, road or street without a warrant.

(c) F.rRE ARNS ACT-CAP 114.

Section 42 of the Act permits a police officer to
arrest without warrant any person whom Ae suspects of
having committed an offence under the Act.

(d) .PUBLIC ORDER ACT: CAl? 26.

A police officer may arrest wi thout w~rrant any person
he reasonably suspects of committing or having committed
an offence under ss.4-6~6

The overall effect. of the Kenyan law of arrest is to
render the fundamental rights to liberty and movement
of the individual precariously prone to abuse with
impunity. Much discretion· left to the police in the
exercise of the powers conferred ~y law and in exercise
of this unbounded discretion the police often abuse
i+ thus violating the rights of the individual. Ussually
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it would be very hard to tell when the rights have
been abused for, as it is what is rea onable susp cion
will depend on the opinion of the arrester, even if it
is wrong. Given this imp ·ciesion of the law of arrest
and also the fact that it is found in a number of
statutes, this is bound to bring uncertainty and
confusion. The resulting confusion not only makes
it difficult for the police off"icer to know the
cdrcumstances and the manner in which he may effect on
arrest, it also makes it almost impossihle for the
average citizen, who would want to ascertain his rights,
to do so. The result is high incidence of illegal
and arbitrary arrests which are, not suprisingly, never
contested in court.

The consequence of this state of affairs
has ended up in giving police officers a

is that it \
free-hand to

interfere with the liberty of the citizens. The
police use this power indiscriminately and have been
known to arrest on insufficient grounds or~ere
suspicion. Also a common feature of the police force
in Kenya is the so called 'police raids (swoops) where
police arrest people indiscriminately amidst violence
which is unleased on those who are in the vicinity.
While a~dressing a conference of Kenya Association of
Magistrates, Fildahussein Abudulla madethe following
observation about the police practices:
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"It may be observed that in many appeals
which come to the .If: courts from the D.M
courts the record shows that the police officer
\Tho stops searches and detains the SllB cts
fails to state why such officers stopped,
searched and detained the suspect (reasonable
grounds of suspicion). There have been cases
where a person who goes about a normal course
of business in broad day light in the main
streets of Iairobi carrying a fountain pen,
knife or screw driver is convicted under s.232
of the penal code; simply because such a person
cannot produceea recept or cash sale for the
s e ----------'28

This statement is still relevant as regards the police
practices. It is a clear indication that, the law of
arrest, in as far as it erodes on the constitutional
rights of the individual, leaves a lot to be desired.
It has the effect of sacrificing the liberty of the
citizen at the altar of police powers.

1
\

Police powers of detention are subsequent upon the powers
of arrest. So custody or detention will only follow
after an effective arrest. Section 81 and 72 of the
constitution fOl~ the basis for police detention. The
exceptions to the provisions give the police powers of
arrest and dention and also powers to restri the
movement of the citizens.

Section 72 (2), (3), (4) and (5) provide for the rights
of a person in custody. Any person who is arrested or
detained 11 be informed as soon as is reasonab ~
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practicable in a language that he understands of the
reasons for his arrest or detention and such a person
shall be brought before a court within twenty-four
hours, where the person is not tried within a reasonable
time, then he shall be released either unconditionally
or upon reasonable conditions necess .ry to ensure that
he appears at a later date for trial. The latter is
the constitutional right to bail.

Bail has been defined as:

, a recognizance or bo d taken by a duly
authorized person to ensure the appearance
of the accused person at the appointed place
and time to answer the charge made against
him.' 29

·Section 123 to 133 the criminal procedure code contain
provisions as to availability of bail to detai~ed t,,-,

.IS .-.rtu. \::. c.VU\. '€.s; "='I

persons. Under these provisions any person~ without
warrant, or appears or if \-rough t before a court, may·
be released on bail after executing a bond, with or
wit hout sureties.

Provisions as to bail, if utilized to the maximum, can
ensure the unnecessary deprivation of personal freedom

~ein many cases. This isAvery essence of the law relating
to the granting of bail: to act as a measure against
unnecessary encroachment of the'state into the citizen's
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personal freedoms10

However, good as the reasons for granting bail may be, the
operation of the law relating to bail is something quite
different. In practice, the granting of bail depends on
the initiative of the accused person. This presupposes
that the accused knows his right and will t erefore petition
for release on ~il either by the police or the court.
Majority of the people are unaware of the law of bail and
will therefore not a k to be released on police bond. Also
the aggressive nature of the police wi.ll scare even those
a are from asking

The police as a atter of racti e will not grant bail where
the accused is likely to abscond, where the charge is serious,
where a person granted bail fails to p ear in court and is
re-arrested, where they doubt the reliability of sureties,
where there is a possibility of interference vith, or inti-
midation of police witnesses or the possibility of evidence
being destroyed or where there is a possibility of i terference

•
with police inquir 'es~t These factors are in ariably used by
the police to oppo e bail app ications in court. However it is
not uncommon to find police officers arresting persons for
very minor offences d keeping them in cu tody for a number
of days without produc±ng them in court or granting them bail:2

Another limitation on the availability of bail to a detained
person is that sureties are hard to ge~.Unless one has a very
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close relative the accused might be unable to get someone
to stand surety for him for, usually, many people are
scared of the terms of standing surety for an accused
person. Also the accused may be required to deposit
a sum of money before he is released and more eften than
not, the accused is a poor man and is thus denied a chance
to be released on bail.

onsequently, long periods may be spent in custody for very
minor offences or for no offence .:1tall (in case of acqui tal).
Thus the proVisions of law relating to bail become a dead
letter in asfar as the majority of the citizens are concerned

•
thus entailing continued deprivation of their right to liberty
in the name of public interest.

2:5: POifIlliJ OF INVESTIGATION"

2:5: t PO\vERS OF INTERROGATION:

Police interrogation is one means through which they manage
to detect crimes and be able to apprehend the perpetrators
of such crimes. However the police have no common law or
statutery powers to detain any person for questioning~3 But
section 22(1) of the police Act gives a police officer power
to compel attendance at the police station of any person whom
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he believes has information which will assist him in in-
vestigating an alleged offence. .I: Qn-compliance with such
a requisition, or after complying, refusing or failing to
give ones correct name and address and answer truthfully
all questions/put to him (subject to the right against
self-incrimination) is an offence.

The concepts of justice underlying our criminal justice
system, while recognizing the need for police to make
interrogations for investigative purposes, nevertheless
require the interrogation to be done througti fair quest-

•ioning. No unfair or high-handed methods should be used
in order to obtain an admission of ~ilt. Most important,
a person has a right not to disclose information which
would be self-incriminatin~4

The Kenyan judicial system is an advesary system which
involves two parties before a cou ..of law, in case of
criminal proceedings, the prosecution and defence. In a
criminal trial, the accused person is presumed to be
innocent and it is therefore for the prosecution to prove
the guilt of the accused beyond any reasonable doubt~5
Therefore, the business of the police officer who is pre-
paring a case against the accused is to acquire as much
evidence as possible to enable him to prove the case aga-
inst the accused. This state of affairs create conditions
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which makes it prone for the police to sesult to many
tricks of acquiring evidence. In this connection the
police have ~fte~ been accused of using torture, decep-
tion, threats and inducements in order to acquire evid-
ence.to prove their case. These unsc pulous abuses
and tricks done by the police insome cases result in
grievious bodily harm and are in all a blatant violation
of the right of the eitzen to the secro.ri.ty of his person
and freedom from harrasment~6

•
It may be argued that the law relating to confessions,
in sofar as it maintains that no statement made by an
accused person, which is incriminatory and tends to show
the guilt of the accused, may be admitted in evidence
where it appears to have been obtained by threats or induce-
ment?7. protective of the rights of the citizen against
violation and abuse by the police.

However section 31 of the Evidence ~ct provides that evidence
of confession leading to discovery is admissible notwith-
standing the illegality of the confession. The effect of
this is to encourage injustice to be done to the individuals
by allowing police officers to coerce persons to make confe-
ssions they would never have made thus violating theaccus-
ed's right against self-incrimination.

\
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• OH llND SEIZUlr''':

ection 76 (1) of the Constitution provide that
"·Except with his own consent, no person shall
be subjected to the seareh of his person or
property or entry by others on his premises" •

•

But this same section qualifies this right of the indi vi-
dual to the privacy of his person and home and it is under t
this exception that section 118 of the Criminal Procedure
Code allows a magistrate to issue a search warrant author-
izing any person or police officer to enter into any buil-
ding, shi~, aircraft etc. and search for anything which is
necessary for the conduct of an investigation into any
offence.

Thus, con idering the above, it would be.unjustifiable and
actionable trespass for a police officer to enter,search
or seize any property of a citizen unless r~s action is
covered by some special authority resting on the law. In
this connection he can proceed on the authority of a search
warrant or, where the police officer is of the opinion that·
the delay·occassioned by obtaining a search warrnnt would
substantially prejUdice the investigation of thB offence,
he may, after writing the grounds of belief and such descr-
iption as is a!!rn.ilableto him of the thing for which search
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is to be made, enter any premises in or which he expects
the things to be and there search or cause search to
be made for, and take possession of, such thing~8

Howeve~, like other areas of law which seek to regulate
and harness iJhe police powers, the procedures laid
down exist in some cases, only in theory but not in

•

practiee. Police have and actually do enter into
private premises and conduct searches of the premises,
the persobs therein and seize evidence which is later
used in court. Usually, they do this without following
the laid down procedure. Technically, once they do this,
they act outside the law and thus loose its protection
thus exposing themselves to civil liability towards the
person against whom they have committed the trespass.
But thanks to the ignorance of the public of their Ir-
rights and the constraints they face in instituting J

I

judicial proceedings; the police are able to escape I (.
I

~(

with their unlawfUl actions.

2:6: SUJ.1J.1ARY:

As has been shown, the police, in their duty to maintain
law and order to detect crime and apprehend wrong-
doers, are given wide powers to make arrest, interogate
suspects and also to enter, search premises and persons,
and seize evidence. The exercise of these powers
necessarily involve interference with an individual
fundamental ri ts and as such have has' got to be
justified undezrthe law. But as has been argued, the
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police flout the requirements as to the manner of
exercise of these powers with impunity, largely due
to the ignorance of the populace of its rights and
also the inability of-many people to start litigation.

This state of affairs raises some ry fundamental
questions, considering that the courts have traditionary
been considered as the custodians of justice and the
citi~ens rights, should they fold their hands and
watch the police break the law and trample on the
citizen's rights? In the occassion where a conflict
between the exercise of police powers and the rights

~use,
of the individualA in whose favour is the court likely
to decide? These are the questions which we will
seek to examine in t e next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE.

,. THE JUDICIAL FROTECTION OF THE RJNDAMENTAL RIGHTS IN KENYA:

':1: INTRODUCTION:

Traditionally the role of the judiciary is to act as
custodians of justice. In this connection, the courts
have a duty to protect. and give meaning to ;he
fundamental rights of the individual; to make sure that
individuals actually enjoy them, for rights only on
paper serve no purpose. Sir charles Newbold, president
of court of appeal for East Africa (as he then was),

.in a paper read to the staff seminar of faculty of
law; Uni verai ty of Dar-eS-salaam! most ably summarized
the role of the judge as the protector of the fundamental
rights of the individual when he said that:-

"Let us never ~rget that in this day
and age when activities of governments fill
and eve~ increasing place in the household
of the individual, the courts by insisting
on the rule of law, are the last bastion in
defenc e of the freedom of the indi viduai"2
(emphaSis mine).

To effee:tively discharge their duties as custodians
of individual rights~ the courts have been ves~ed
with powers to do so emanating from the constitution itself.
Section 67 of the constitution gives the high court
power to interprete the constitution on substansive
questions of law being disputed in the lower cousts
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and thereby make inding d8cissions.

A person whose fundamental rights haw been infringed
or are likely to be infringed can apply to the high
court for redress and the High Court shall have original
jurisdiction to hear determine any question ariSing
therefrom. make such orders, issue such writer and
give directions as it may consider appropriate~

•

The constitution is the supreme law of the land4 and
thus its provisi s, fundamental rights inclusive. must
be regarded as the basic norm of legal system. So all
laws and statutes must be subjected, as occession arises,

.to vigorous tests and meticulous scrutiny to make sure
that they are in consenance with the declared basic
norm. Towards this end of making sure that all the
laws, and thus action, comply with the constitution, the
courts have a really great task. According to Dr.
Akinola luda:-

A

"Judges ---- have the extremely
exciting task of interpreting written
constitutions. If they deliberately tie
their own hands in fear of the executive.
they will have only themselves to blame.
The field is fertile and the harvest to the
people they are supposed to serve may be
plenty". 5

,
The role of the judiciary and the constitutional
provisions as above outlined, if adhered to strictly,
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can serve as a very goed bulwark against the encroachment

of the individual rights by the authorities. However,

in practic.e, the case is different and the performance

of the courts in this area has been very disappointing.

This has been occaeaf.onedby a numberof fa.c·tors.

,:1:1: THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE JUDICIARY:

TheKenyanconstitution applies the doctrine of separation

of powers and under the docurine, the judicial arm of

the governmentis independent of the other two; the

executive and the legislature. This is intended as

a safeguard against the possible misuse of powers if

the powers were vested in the sameor~n.

In addition to these, there are other prOvisions which

seek to ensure that the judiciary remain independent,.

Amongthese are that the office of a High 'Court Judge

can not be abolished while it still has a substantial

holder? In essence, this means that a judge should not

be afraid of making decisions which might;antagonize

the executive for fear of lOSing his job. This is a

theoritical assumption because all judges are appoantees

of the chief executive6Aandit is unlikely that he will

appoint a judge whowill t disappoint· him. EUrther a

High Court judge can only vacate office whenhe attains

, an age to be prescribed by parl~ament? Only inability

to discharge his duties can makea judge he removed
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from office~ When such is the case the President first
refers the case of the intended remova1 to a tribunal
which makes its recommendations to him?

.Judicial officers are also entitled to judicial immunity
to ensure that their acts d utterances do not warrant
their harassment from the executive. In this respect
they are free from criminal liability for acts done while
they are on duty! 0 They also can't be sued on criminal
defamation for any utt-erances made in course of the
proc eedings !1

Despite the safe ards to ensure that the courts are
indep·endent, the courts have not execrised their duties
indepen ently. This is so because all High Court judges
are direct appointees of the chief executive and they
may possibly be appointed because they are found to be
people who will ~ke decisions in line with the political
wishes of the executive. ere the judge is unwilling
to bind to the political wishes of the executive, the
tendency Eas~ Africa has been that political pressure
is brought to bear on the judges thus forcing him to
vacate office. This has resulted in a situation where
the .judiciary is only too ready to uphold the legality
of executive action and interpreting the law to be in
line with government pOlicy!2

A further erosien on the independence of the judiciary
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haa been oceasioned by the c~ntinued maintenance of a
cadre of expertriate judge who are employed under
specified ~enUractual terms and therefore do no~ benefit
from the provisions of section 62 of the constitution,
which ensure security of tenure. The conarac-t of
service states that the services are renewable an(l
given that it is the executive arm of the state which
will determine the question of renewal!2Athen the men
who man the judiciary stand in a master-servant, relation-
ship with the exe«utive and naturally, it would be too

much to expect, and also unwise for such a judge to adopt
a view which is contrary to that of the executive.

3: 1:2 JUDICIAL INTERPRETATION OF CONSTITUTIONAL RIHGTS:

Whe~ civil rights are guaranteed ,under the constitution
the judge is expected to uphold these rights and refUse

to apply statutes or judicial decisions which are
in.consis~ent with guaranteed ri8!J.gs'.\1here there is a

threat to these rj.ghts the judge must feel called upon
to uphold thes~ rights unless it is obsolutely impossible
to do so.

However, the Kenyan Courts do not seem to operate from
this premises for, when called upon to interprete a
question involving the guaranteed rights, they have
tlargely .';failedto protect the individuals fUndamental
rrght. When called upon to interprete the meaning of
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a right protected by the constitution, they have tended
to const e the words conferring the right literary

•and restricted meaning to the right. A few examplea
will suffice to illustrate this:

In ELIvAN V. R. Elman, on a criminal charge in connection
with the ange 60ntrol Act" was required by law to

'~·IIu,••eanswer a ques:bionare the f.il:ehiPe,fwhich was an offence.
The facts he was to disclose, and which we e to be used
in evidence, were so incriminating that he sought the
protection of section 77(7) of the constitution to the
effect that 'no person who is tried for a criminal
offence shall be compelled to give evi.dence at the trial~
The accused's counsel in this case argued that a liberal
interpretation should be adcpted when m~tters affecting
fundamental rights came for interpretation because only
in this way could the courts seek to discover the true
spirit of the constitution and effectively enforce these
rights as the constitution required. However, the
court rejected this contention and ruled that "at the
trial.1t meant. the actual time when the case was in court
and not its pre-trial 'stage and thus it was proper for
the accused to be compelled to answer the questionare
although he w1l.l incriminate himself.

In R. V. THE COMMISSIONER I()R PRISONS EXPARTE KAl-1OJI
t

WACHIRA & OTHERS14several detai ees appl4ed for the writ
of Habeas Corpus and subjiciendum on the grounds that the
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Rules and Regulations under which they were detained
having not been properly tabled before parliament as re
required by law, were null and void. They further
challenged their detention on the ground that section
83(2) (a) of the constitution, which require the
grounds upon which a person is detained be specified
in detail, were not complied with. Despite authorities
to show that the manner in which the Rules and Regulations
challenged in this e se were tabled in parliament
rendered them null and avoid and aaf,o that failure
to furnish the detainees with detailed grounds for their
detention rendered their detention VOid, the court
nevertheless agreed with the contention of t !'estate
and disregarded those of the applicants and held that
the ~er in which the rules and regulatdons were
tabled in parliament was proper and that ~ailure to
give sufficient and detailed grounds of detention did
not invalidate the detention. Here again it was the
fundamental rights to liberty which was being abrogated

by the state and the court, although it had the opportunity
to do so, failed to give protection to it.

In consonance with this total lack of concern for the
fundamental rights of the citizen, the Kenyan cour-ta
operate on the premises that the sole purpose of the
court in a criminal trial is determining the truth of

t

the criminal charges and thus evidence hould be admitted
or rejected purely on the grounds of its reliability and

not because o.f the illegality of its procuration. Thus
in R V. SHIftlECHERO, the defendant was arrested
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in connection with an allegation of cOTruption. He
was detained at the C.I.D. Headquarters for five weeks
before being taken before a court. During that time, he
made several statements to the polcie which were admitted
~ evidence at his trial. He was subsequently convicted.
He appealed to the High Court which dismissed his appeal
and he appealed to the East Africa Court of Appeal. On
the ground of illegal detention the court said that it was
an error of ommission on the High Court not to have dealt
with it. The court went on to say that;

t''Wemust state that the practice of illegally
detaining a person for a long time in order
to question him or obtain evidence is repugnant
to the principles of the law of the Republic and
we reassuredly condemn it. We strongly deprecate
the practice which appears to be trowing of round-
ing up all and sundry who may be connected, how-
ever remotely~ with the subject of criminal invest-
igation, and detaining them unlawfUlly in police
cus~ody w~et~r6 or not reasonable grounds for sus-
pic~on ex~st~ ••••••

•

However on submission of the counsel for the appelant that
any statement obtained from a person illegally detained be
rejected by the court, it said, -~-I!"";dismissing the
appeal:

tiThe fact that an iIllllocentperson has been detain-
ed for a period, dDring which he has provided the
police with a statement of facts to the matter
under inquiry as known to him does not in itself
raise a doubt as to the reliability of evidence
consutent with the statement."

From the above, it is clear that in case of a conflict
t between the action of the state and the fundamental rights

of the individua1 ~ess it ~simposs~blet t~e courts will
decide in favour of the state. Thus, as it is, the
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Executive in Kenya sees itself free to trample on the
rights of the citizen with impunity since the nco-opera-
tion" of the Judiciary is assured. In thi:s fill.d of
human rights, the judges have become complaisant towards
governmental power and have thus largely failed as the
protectors of fundamental rights.

3:1:~ THE NATURE OF THE JUDICIARY.

Our court structure was inherited from that of the colonial
government. This fact has very much influenced the peoples'
attitude towards the courts. During the colonial ppriQd, the
courts were regarded as part and parcel of the whole gover-
mnental system, where the government sent wrong-doers for
punishment. This attitude still persist among many Kenyans
and they continue to regard the courts with perpetual awe
and would not like to have anything to do with the courts.

Also given the ceremonies and technicalities in the court
procedure, even the few who may be willing are put off
from making any application to the courts to have their
rights redressed. The court proceedings are usually very .
expensive and take a very long time and with the possibility
that e e may not be remedied, then not many would, if at
all they are abl to afford,~willing to put their little

t savings on such risky ventures.
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OTHER POSSIBLE JUQ)ICIAL CHECKS AGAINST THE ABUSE 0 F

FUNDAMENTALRIGHTS OF THE INDIVIDUAL BY THE POLICE:
)
•

In theory, the law provides certain remedies and liabilities
against improper polmme action which are meant to discourage
any such abuses. Bat in practice the liabilities imposed
upon the offending police officer and the remedies available
to the offended member of the publice under the law are
usually unenforceable.

3:2:1 iNTERNAL DISCIPLI1E :

Ebrce Regulations and Standing Orders under the police Act
prescribe for disciplinary action to be taken against any
police officer committing any impropriety!7 The underlying
assumption is that if effectively utilized, internal
discipline may constitute an effective check against police
illegality. However, this depends on the offended person
lodging a complaint. This may not be possible where a
member of the public is ignorant of his rights or fears
police intimidation as is usually the case.

Towards this end of ensuring that a disciplinary action is
taken against an offending officer, the courts may be very
helpful. They could recommend disciplinary action to be

,taken against such officer or order an inquiry into the
conduct of such police officer(s) with a ~ew to commencing
criminal proceedings against him. However, this may not
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be a very effective sanction because the inquiries are )
a

understaken by fellow police officers and lbias in
favour of the offending officer can't be ruled out.

,:2:2 HA..l\BEA CORPUS:

A person detained by the police may apply, to the High,
Court for the precogative 'writ of ABEAS COHPUS to have
the legality of his detention tested. The writ will
command the person detaining the other to bring him be~ore
the court and show cause why the detainee should not be
released forth lith. If the court is satisfie that the
detention is unlawful, it will order the immediate
~elease of the person unlawfully held.

However, the writ is hardly ever used to secure the
release of perso s in unlawful police detention. This
is partly because mostly, many an ordinary member of
the public is un aware of its availability or lacks the
finances to set the judicial proeess in motion. Also
police detentions of over twenty four hours are legalized
by the police charging the detainee with a "holding
charge" and then getting a remand warrant Signed bya a
magistr tee After such a w rrant has been issued, the
writ of habeas corpus is of no avail to the prisoner.

'12:3 CRHUNAL LIABILITY:
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A police officer may be criminally liable for the wrongful
performance of his duties or when he does anything
beyond the powers conferred on him by the law. Thus a
policeman who unlawfUlly detains a person in a place
against his will or otherwise deprives another of his
personal liberty is guilty of a misdemeanour!8 A police
officer who uses unlawful or excessive force on another
person may be criminally liable for assault!9

However, due to fear of police intimidation, majority
of persons assaulted or unlawfully confined by the police

do not complain. Such persons may also be ignorant of
their rights under the law and can not therefore enforce
them. To many peop~e there can be no issue pf illegal

arrest and confinement by the police or unlawful assault
by police for it is their work to arrest and lock people
in cells and police beatings are incidental to such work.

Even where a person complains, for example of having been
assaulted by police, the courts are more likely to believe
the story of the police than that of the complainant.
Fbr one, where this happens, the police most propably will
take care to see that there will be no independent witness
available to support the complaint, and generally there
will be two police itnesses to corraborate each other
i~denial. The chances of the victim being able to
corroborate his allegations by independent evidvnce as
to injuries or bruises found on him can be greatly reduced
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either by delaying his opportunity to see a doctor until
the out lard evidence of injury has faded, or confining
the beatings to parts of the bodt that will show no
outward signs. Also if two policemen give evidence that
the victim attacked them vi~lent1y and incurred all his
injuries as a result of their legitimate acts of se1f-
defence and efforts to contro. him, it is generally
impossible to substantiate the complaints. Consequently,
criminal libhility has also proved to be an ineffective
deterrent to police abuses.

3:2:4 CIVIL LIABILITY:

Civil action lies for a police officer who commits a t
in the execution of his duty.

A: AS::- TILT OR BATTERY:

A police officer who wrongfully and unlawfully threatens to
apply unlawful force or actually applies such force may be

'sued by the victim of his act for assault or battery.

B: FALSE I"{\iPRISONMENT:

Unlawful restraint on a person's freedom of movement gives
trise to an action for false imprisonment.
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c: !LlClOUS PROSECUTICN:

D:

This test is actionable against a police officer who
ithout reasonable and probable cause init· tes judicial

proceedin~ against a person and such proceedings terminate
in favour of that person and also results in some personal
or propri~tary damage. The plaintiff must prove that the
defendant was actuated by malice in instituting the procee-
dings and was actively instrumental in the proceedings.

D OR CHATTEL:

A police officer who negligently or intentionally enters
upon private prereises and remains therein without lawful
excuse or the occupier's authority is liable in damages for
trespass. Likewise a police officer who negligently or
intentionally interferes with a chattel in the possession
of the plaintiff (like in cases of search and seizure) is
liable for the te of trespass to the chattel if he has
no lawful excuse for doing so.

B: DEFAMATION:

here illegal police activity damages the reputation of the
~laintifft he can be able to sue and recover damages from
the concerned police officer for damation.
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The possibility of paying damages to the plaintiff for
wrongful police activity is, in theory, possibly one of
the most effective deterrents against police illegality.
However, in practice, this is not so. Due to the high
incidence of ignorance of personal rights by the majority
of the people and also given the very many financial cons-
traints leading to ina?ility to rei legal fees,many
people are unable to intiate legalproceedin~ against the
offen«ing police officer.

Civil action may therefore only be resorted to by the rich
minority who can afford legal services and are thus able to
set the judicial process in motion. Agai~, civil actions
are clouded with uncertainty. Damages may at times be so

••nominal as to make the action not worthwhile. There is also
the possibility of paying costs to the defendant if the action
fails. They also drag over a long period of time consuming
a lot of time and money. Fear of publicity and police
reprisals may also act to discourage the wronged party from
suing in court for damages. As a result of this most police
abuses go unchallenged and thus, civil liabiltiy, like the
other judicial remedies, has largely failed as a sanction
against weane61 police acts.
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CHAPTER IDUR

CONCLUSIONS AND REGO tENDATIONS:

This study set out to investigate the nature and content
of the concept of the undamental ri~ts of the citizen as•
guaranteed in the constitution and also the extent to
which we can say that the individual enjoys these ritb-ts
given that the police, in their task of preserving law and
order in the society, are given powers to interfere with
these constitutionally guar~nteed rights.

We have shown that the concept of human rights is one
which has lived on for centuries and as epitomized in the
Uni versal Declaration of Human Rights and also in chapter
five of the Kenyan,Constitution, it is a concept promised
upon recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal
and inalienable rights of all members of the human family
and represnts a reaffirmance of faith in the dignity and
worth of the human person1

However, whereas that is the esteem in which the fundam-
ental rights of the individual are to be held, it is recogni-
zed that the individual's enjoyment of these rights may be

tin such a way that the interests of other persons, or
societal interests, ma~e preju~~d. Thus they can't be
guaaanteed in absolute t'.erms , 2 This places the government
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under two obligations: the obligation to ensure that
law and order, which is the ba s upon which human rights can be
can be enjoyed, are maintained by routing out elements .

•
in society who are criminally motivated and thus are
bent on disrupting good order in society and also at
the same time ensuring the right of individual to go
about his business without unnecessary interference from
the authorities.

The police Department is the main governmental agency
charged with this responsibility of maintaining law and
order. To enable them to dQ thiS, they are vested with
powers of arrest. detention, interrogation, search and
seizure and also powers to conduct criminal prosecutions.
These powers involve a derogation from the constitutionally
protected fundamental rights and freedom of the individual.
Such powers are contered on the police by law as a
qualification to the provisions of the constitution
creating them and thus must be exercised within the law
and according to the law.

The exercise of the police powers involve a delicate
balancing of the individual and SOCiety's interests.

The powers of the police are not to be lightly conferred
br wantonly exercised and the police officer must be
vigilant both to ~se his a ority adequately and
instantly as occassion demand. To achieve this certain

J
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controls exist in varying forms in our legal sytem.
These controls are the limitation on the powers of
arrest by requirements that before a person can be

•
deprived of his liberty, certain conditions established
by law must be satisfied and certain procedures followed~
A system of checks and controls, which for,mspart of
the process of arrest a detention, provides built-in
safeguards against illegal or arbitrary action. There
are also le~al remedies designed to permit the arrested
or detained person to obtain speedy adjudication of the
validity of Dis arrest or detention1 Also t~ere exists
civil, criminal and disciplinary sanctions which act
as deterrents to violations of the safeguards established
by law against improper exercise of the powers cpnferred
on the police.

However, our analysis has shown that despite the various
safeguards which are pegged around the constitutional
rights of the individual to ensure that they are not
unreasonably interferred with, the safeguards are
inpraqtical terms uneffective in curbing police mal-
practices and as such police have ended up with emmense
powers which they Can exercise in any manner to infringe
on the rights of the in~ividual with little or no
impunity~ This state of affairs has been made possible
by a number of factors.

In the first place we have argued and shown that the
police powers of arrest, detention, en~ry, search and
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seizure etc are found in a morass of statutes with
many variations in the nature and manner of exercisin~

,woO'

them. This makes it very hard for the police officer
and the general members of the public to ascertain their
ri~hts and duties if they wanted to. Also the high rate
of illetracy is a contributary factor to this state of
affairs.

Other factors which have enabled the illegal and arbitrary
use of power by the police to go unchallenged in courts
or be the subject matter of disciplinary action in the
police force include the constraints in which the
would-be complainant finds himself in while pressing
forward his case. For one, initiating a civil action
involve a lot of expenses in terms of time and money
which are unaffordable by the poor majority. The wronged
person, due to fear of police resprisals and intimidation
may fail to contest any police impropriety perpetuated
against·him. He may have no faith in the judicial system
and therefo·re fail to initiate any legal proceedin •
uncertainty as to the damages to be a arded, which al~
sometimes minimal and the possib" lty of paying costs
to the defendants are other factors contributing to
the S·carcity of legal action against police illegality.

The courts in their role as the custodians of Justice
and the individual's rights have far~d no better in
providing checke ,against the exercise of police powers
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which infringe on the rights of the individual. This
is so because the Kenyan courts operate on the premises
that the sole purpose of a court in a c iminal trial
is the determination of the truth of the criminal charg
and thus eVidence should be admitted or rejected purely
on the grounds of its reliability and not of the
illegallity of its procuration. Thus where evidence
is obtained after an unlawful detention of a person
or after an illegal entry and search, it is nevertheless
admissible. Also where an involuntary confession leads
to discovery of evidence, the evidence is admissible
against the accused despite the illegality in the manner
in which it is obtained. Consequently, this is an
indiYect jUdicial sanction of police illegality for as
it is, in our adversary system where the berden of
proof lies on the police to prove their case, they would
resort to any means which will help do this. Again,
as has been argued by the author~ the tendency of the
courts in Kenya, where there is a conflict between
the interests of the state and the-fundamental rights
of the individual, unless ;t is impossible, the courts
will decide in favour of the state.

The courts have an inherent power to grant bail to
accused persons to secure their release pending trial

ton such conditions as the court would consider appropriate
to guarantee their attendance for tri.l at a later date.
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This right of the accused to be granted bail is self-
initimative in practiee aad majority of the citizens
are unaware of this right to bail and cannot, therefore,
ask for it. here hail is granted, it is almost

yinvaiably excessive requiring sound and creditworthy
1\

sureties, conditions that cant be fulfilled by the
financially disadvantaged. It is our contention that

unless the ri ,t to baa; before trial is preserved, the
presumption of in nocence, would loose meaning. Thus,
given these factors, a ~~~son in Kenya can· languish in
jail for weeks or months, not because he is guilty or
that he is .likely to bscend before his trial, but for
the one r-eason only bee.....~•.se he is poor. He may spend
such time in jail only later to be found out that the
charges for which he is held are false or to subsequently
acquitted,

•Given the above consinderations, It is des rable and
necessary that other ways and means, as an addition and
improvement to the existing ones,be devised to enEure
that every citizen of Kenya_actually enjoy the fundamental
ri ' s which are guaranteed in the constitution, free
from any unlaw and unnecessary interference by the
police. Towards this end, we recommend a number of
ways and means.

\
\-/e would recommend that the polic e be denied the fruits
of their illegal labour by the courts excluding all
eviaence procurred through improper police acDivity. It
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would be too unbecoming of a govemment to require of
-its citizenry to abide by its laws whereas the same government

goes on infringing the laws which it has set. This
view may be countered by the argument that give the
rising tide of crime in our society, it would be unfair

. • we •to the police effort to wipe out crime, ~fAwere De requ~re
the strict adherance to procedure by the police-men
in t eir exercise of power. It is our contention that
crime and other evils are signs of depri tion at the
bottom of society and to point at them as the main fault
of society is to confuse effect with cause, to obscure
the real reasons behind the rise in the crime rate and
thus making it mere difficult to tackle. It is our
submission that the best hope of orime control lies not
in increaeing the police powers in dealing with suspects,
or in more co ~ictions and longer and harsher sentences.
Rather, it lies in the creation of material conditions
which will assure the individual an adequate income such
as would enable him to cater for the needs of his family
and to have a place to live dec tly and comfortably.

The exclusion of illegally obtained evidence would go
./a long way in s~feguarding the personal right to liberty

and also the right to the privacy of one's home and
person. By excluding evidence acquired through the
~proper and unlawful det tion of the person this will
help in checking the unlawful detention of persons for
days on end, by the police, hoping to get incriminating
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statements from them for such statements will serve no
purpose. Exclusion of evidence obtained by illegal entry
and search would help in ensuring that the police adhere
to the laid_ do~rnlaw of entry, sea~h and seizure and
thus promote the individual's enjoyment of the right
to protection against the arbitrary intrusion in hi~
house, goods or person.

We futher submit that it is better for several guilty
persons to go free than for one innocent citizen to have

his rights unlawfully invaded· It should be impressed on
the over~ealous po ice officer that their making of
short-c~ts in law, by making in-roads into the
constitutional rights of the cmtizen won't be condoned.
The rights of society should not in any way be allowed
to supersede or override, unreasonably, the rights of

an individual member of the society. ether a per~on is
a suspected criminal or not, he is still entitled to the
protection of the law and a violation of any of his rights
should be prevented by putting a check on the police
excesses.

We would also recommend the establishment of an ombudsman
type investigatory institution. This would provide the
clearest possible evidence of the government's commit-
~ent to redressing individual grievances and asserting
the rights of the individual to protection from abuse
of authority by any organ of the state, fro example, the
police force.
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As set cn teria for appointment to membership of the
institution should be provided by law and as a minimum
should include an element of secmrrty of tenure. This
institution should publiccize itself as widely as possible
so that everyone should know of its existence, and how
to use it. To this end, the institution should set up
officers in every division or even location where any
citizen can make complaints against any arbitrary or
unlawful exercise of power by the police. The institution
should investigate all complaints made by the citizens
and where the complaints are proved, seek redress for
the aggrieved party. It should make reports of its
investieations and endeavor to ensure that its reports
are given \Y.idepublicity in the press and on the radio.
The officers of the institution should tour the country
as extensively and frequently a~ possible. In their
tours, they should hold seminars and offer education on
human rights directed both to the public at large, so
that they can learn what rights they have and ij.owto
assert them, and to the members of the police force, so
that they can appFeciate the general limite om the
exercise of their powers which derive from the recognition
of fundamental rights and the rule of law.

We further suggest by way of improvement to the alre~dy
existing judicial remedy for rights infringed that civil
action the courts can ebance their protection of the

1\
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fundamental hum~ righ ts of the citizen by awarding to
a succesful plaintiff such damages as would make it

.
worthwhile to initiate an action. .FUrther as already
pointed out the occassions are many when the poli~e
e ceed their powers and violate the rights of the citizen.
Yet very few actions are brought to seek redress for
such violrtions. The re~sons is either that the person
is unaware, of the rights 0 t when he is aware of them,
such a person lacks the means of setting the law in
motion. It is uggested that a system of ee legal. aid
be introduced to enable poor persons whose rights have
been violated to seek redress in courts. It is only by
being, in fact, able to enjoy a right that we can say
that an individual has a meaningfml right.

As a dessert, we would further suggest that posters
should be displayed in all police stations and cells
informing the public of their rights with regard to
arrest, questioning, detention, bail and so on.

We reiterate that the fundamental rights of man are
inviolable and sacrosanet. They are rights which allow
a person to lead a good life in society and to do so infull
digni ty. They are rights which should be guar ed
Jealously against any abrogation resulting f any

sical exercise of autho~ity. It is our hope that
the means through which these rights are protected at
present will be i.proved as recommended and that all the
indi Vidu.aJ.sin the human family will continue thinking
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of ways and means to ~ther enhance and promote the
'"

protection and enjoymeni.i of the fundamental rights and

freedoms of the ind1 vidual.

t
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:FOUR· lOO THOT S:

1. See chapter one (supra)

2. This is the priciple that under this the proviso to s.70
of the constitution.

3. These are provided for in the constitution, the criminal
procedure code and the police Act (see Supra: chapter
two) •

4. S.77 of the constitution.

5. Supra. chapter two.

6. Supra: chapter two.

7. Such a view was expressed at one time by the commissioner
of police: see: THE SUNDAY TJM~S; D~C' .TIER 2, 1984.

,
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